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If you like bubble bobble AKA bust a move, tetris attack, or worms, you'll be pleasantly surprised that such a nuanced
culmination can exist. I can think of no way in which this game is not perfect. I've been playing this game competitively for
years, and with each passing year, new bold strategies to best my opponent keep manifesting. Even the bugs are masterful!
Shields don't always work, and you can submerge yourself with a tongue-in-cheek shot offscreen and pop up like a cork on your
opponent's terf. If you value your time, play this game with a friend. For the price of a pizza, you can enjoy gaming nirvana.. oh
my god I Love This Game. Lots of fun for only a £1 .. wow!. The story is 10/10, so far!
Characters are amazing,funny and wierd.

Money well spent.. An addictive and beautiful looking game. Its basic mechanics are simple, but how they're used makes for an
amazing strategy game.. As a YT'er I love this game, 39+hrs in and still having fun. it's mix of Rust and 7days2die but on water.
Keeping in mind it's a work in progress I would totally rec. this game to play! If you are looking for a light fun game then
Landless is for you! CodeBullet keep up the awesome work bro! totally love the Jesus out of this game!. pretty ok for a horror
game. This is the most fun a dollar can buy.
I don't want to live on this planet anymore.. Steel Storm is a retro styled shoot'em up with good controls and reasonable AI that
actively tries to avoid your fire. It's fast and fun with a need for good reflexes.

The addition of a level and full map design tool is also a boon though there are only a few extra campigns out there. Which do
vary in quailty but also offer a good challenge for when you've finished the official campaign.

If you prefer a different challenge then you can also change the view to more like quake and games of that ilk. This change of
view angle makes the 360 field of attack much harder to cover. Often the tactic you have used to survive in the more top down
view will not save you here.

The visual effects and sound effects suit the game perfectly as does the music for the most part. As with anything however
music is down to personal taste and you can always turn it off and play your own if your hardware can handle it.

I've played this on both aging AMD units and state of the art Intel gaming rigs and it played perfectly on all. For those who have
discovered issues there are work arounds which I've also used successfully on some rigs. Find these on the forums.

Now I'm not going to indicate that the game is perfect. It does for sure have its flaws. While it does have plenty of different
weapons to sate most play styles the number of types of enemy is limited.

1x Fast and light tank that can zap you and disable all but your starting loadout. The handicap is temporary of course.
1x Light tank that fires a single plama shot in each volley.
1x Medium tank that fires 4 shots in a volley, as the class implies has more hit points than the light variant.
2x Heavy tanks - one with a plasma turret and minigun turrets and the other with three rapid fire heavy plasma turrets.
4x Types of fixed turrets, plasma, laser, missile, repair.
2x big bads, a carrier and a super heavy tank.

The AI also has a few other problems that occur when there are player friendly or other players in a game. Often the AI has
problems locking on to a target and will constantly change target while never firing a shot. On occation in multiplayer mobs will
spawn and not attack making them easy pickings. Thankfully a recent patch looks to have reduced these annoyances to virtually
zero.

As for DLC, the extra weapons are a nice touch but too few. The second DLC is a better addition with a whole new campaign
with some new game twists which I'll not spoil if you've not tried it.

Overall I found the game to be enjoyable if not a touch repetitive. If you don't like shoot em' ups this game is not going to
change your mind about them. If you do then give this little overlooked gem a blast.
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Very short and very easy, but a nice little story. Enjoyed my time.. Easily the best choice of game I've read (second to Choice of
Robots???) There are so many outcomes and choices to make mutiple playthroughs are a must, my next playthrough I'm going
to 'mance Vega and maybe off the king >:). The only negative complaint I have is the story is meant to be played with the king
romanced in chapter 1, you have 2 other options in chapter 1 (as far as I am aware I can't bring myself to court the
dusty\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665aristocrat) but I would love another chapter written on  de Dendoza and your life after
you run off together, I just feel it ended to soon #DLCoppertunity ;). Other than that is was a great read I'm going for my 3rd
run soon and can't wait.

In conclusion, I am bitter I was betrayed, I was burned at the stake and it sHOOk meee. This game is awesome in so many ways.
Remember Alien Shooter? This is the same game. It is the same game. IT IS THE SAME GAME. And they're both
teeeeerrrible. A waste of time and money. 1/5. t. Alberto Barbosa. Refuses to run on Windows 10
Shouldn't really be on sale in this state. i have 1000000 hours in this and i recommend this game to kids with autism like a fidget
spinner syndrome thing. but not like down syndrome. peace ♥♥♥♥♥.
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